Read Vimala’s book ‘Your Handwriting Can Change
Your Life’ for more information on each letter.

‘Uncover your true life path’
and ‘bring it alive in the world’.

How to use this Calendar
Attend a workshop, an alphabetical course or
personal coaching with Patricia and continue to
work with the letters at your own pace.
www.kinect2health.com
info@kinect2health.com
087 632 4154

There are 31 days on this calendar. Turn the page daily then
ﬆart again on Day 1 of the new month.
Each letter in the alphabet relates to a day of the month, a
family of letters and an animal. Each ligature also relates to
a day and an animal.
There is an inner voice for each in the firﬆ lines of the text and
there is a tip for the day in the second paragraph of text.
This calendar is a ﬆarting point and a useful daily reminder to
practice your writing. Keep the practice light and joyful.

Change your Handwriting, Change your Life.
Write and See
1

Start with your firﬆ initial .
If your name is Olive, you ﬆart with O.

2

Use blank paper, no lines. Turn it to landscape
direction,Leave a margin at the top and on the left,
about 3cm. Use a ballpoint pen. Blue, purple or
turquoise work well.

Don’t use black pen or pencil.
3

Write a line of O o O o, forming them in a
clockwise direction.

4

Then write the inner voice for O —’I speak to the
Indwelling Spirit in others. My words are kind
and helpful.’

5

Write another two lines of O o O o.

6

Look at the date on your calendar and write one line of
the letter of the day. If it is day 21, write T t crossing
your t at the top.

7

Set aside 15 minutes in the morning and again in the
evening. In the morning write your firﬆ initial and the
letter of the day, as above. You can write a few lines or
you can fill the page if you have time. Don’t worry if the
lines are not ﬆraight or even, practice makes progress.

8

Then read the tip for your letter. Example O o— ‘When
you speak kindly to those you meet it feels good inside, for
you and for them. When you can’t be kind, be quiet, save
your energy.’

9

Notice how you speak to people you meet during the day,
to family, friends, colleagues, and while on the phone.

10

In the evening write about your experience. Remember to
make all your O o’s in a clockwise direction and cross all
your t ’s at the top.

11

Repeat your initial and the letter of the day, next day
and again write about your experience at the end of the
day.

12

When you do this for 40 days, without missing any
days, new neural pathways form in the brain, a new
habit has formed. The practice can feel like a short, calm
meditation or quiet time twice daily.

13

You can choose a new letter for the next 40 days and
add your letter of the day again each day.

